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Abstract

Nowadays parallel object-relational DBMS are envisioned as the next great wave but there is still a
lack of efficient implementation concepts for some parts of the proposed functionality. One of the current
goals for parallel object-relational DBMS is to move towards higher performance. In our view the main
potential for performance increases lies in providing additional optimization and execution information
for ADTs, as queries can be executed much more efficiently if the developer teaches the DBMS part of
the ADT semantics. Based on this insight we develop a framework that allows to process user-defined
functions using data-parallelism, a topic not covered up to now. We describe the class of partitionable
functions that can be processed in parallel with a good speedup. We also propose an extension which
allows to speedup the processing of another large class of functions using parallel sorting. Functions
that can be processed using our framework are for example often used in decision support queries on
large data volumes like e.g. data warehouses. Hence a parallel execution is indispensable.

1. Introduction

According to [15] object-relational DBMS (ORDBMS) are the next great wave in Database Manage-
ment Systems. ORDBMS are proposed for all applications that need both complex queries and complex
data types. Typical ORDBMS application areas are e.g. multi-media and image applications [33], geo-
graphic information systems [14], and management of time series [27] and documents [29]. Many of
these applications pose high requirements with respect to functionality and performance on ORDBMS.
Thus ORDBMS need to exploit parallel database technology. These observations have recently led to
significant development efforts for parallel ORDBMS (PORDBMS) of some database vendors ([7], [13],
[12], [28]). Although first industrial implementations enter the marketplace and the SQL3 standard [10]
is maturing, there are still many topics left for research in this area ([8], [9], [5], [35]).

One of the current goals for PORDBMS is to move towards a framework for constructing parallel
ADTs[35] and more sophisticated query optimization and execution ([35], [24]). ADT functions are
completely opaque for the query optimizer and thus allow only very restricted query optimization and
execution techniques if no further optimization and execution information is provided. Additional infor-
mation allows more sophisticated query optimization and execution as the ORDBMS knows and under-
stands at least part of the semantics of the ADT. This will allow great performance improvements ([15],
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[24]). While there are different approaches to reach this goal ([23], [6], [24]), most ORDBMS vendors
currently offer developers some parameters to describe the semantics of user-defined functions. Thus in
a more abstract view the developer has the task to specify to which class a new function belongs. The
system can then apply optimization and execution techniques that are appropriate for the respective class
of functions. This allows an optimization and execution of queries with ADT functions using a classifi-
cation. Note that parameters that are used to classify functions can be related to their semantics as well
as to their specific implementation. We view this development of aclassification based query processing
as an important step towards truely sophisticated query processing in ORDBMS.

Our main contribution in this paper is to enable data parallelism for a broad class of user-defined func-
tions. Especially we show how user-defined aggregate functions - often called set or column functions -
can be computed in parallel. To this aim we propose a framework covering both the necessary interfaces
that allow the appropriate registration of user-defined aggregate functions with the ORDBMS and their
parallel processing. Parallel computation of user-defined aggregate functions is especially useful for
application domains like decision support (e.g. based on a data warehouse that stores traditional as well
as non-traditional data, like spatial, text or image data), as decision support queries often must compute
complex aggregates. For example, it has been noted that in the TPC-D Benchmark 15 out of the 17 que-
ries contain aggregate operations [17]. In addition, if scalar functions with a global context are processed
in parallel, caution is needed in order to get semantically correct results. Our framework can help in this
case, too. We further show that many non-partitionable functions can be easily implemented if their input
is sorted and thus profit from parallel sorting.

In section 2 we give the necessary background on user-defined functions as well as some related par-
allel and object-relational query processing techniques. Our framework for parallel processing of user-
defined functions is introduced in section 3. We also give some examples of typical functions to validate
our concepts. In section 4 we discuss implementation and performance issues related to our framework.
After a discussion of related work in section 5, the closing section 6 contains a short summary and a brief
outlook to future work. An appendix contains a brief example of a practical application of our concepts
to a real-life document management system.

2. SQL Aggregate Functions and Parallel Object-Relational Query Processing

We will now provide the basic concepts and definitions we use in this paper. We will concentrate on
the concepts for our specific query processing problem and refer the reader to the literature for the gen-
eral concepts of parallel relational database query processing ([1], [2], [3], [26]) and object-relational
query processing ([15], [6]).

2.1. Built-in Functions and User-Defined Functions

Every RDBMS comes with a fixed set of built-in functions. These functions can be either scalar func-
tions or aggregate functions. Ascalar function can be used in SQL queries wherever an expression can
be used. Typical scalar functions are arithmetic functions like + and * orconcat  for string concatena-
tion. Functions for type casting are special scalar functions, too. A scalar function is applied to the values
of some columns of the row of an input table. In contrast, anaggregate function is applied to the values
of a single column of either a group of rows or of all rows of an input table. A group of rows occurs if a
GROUP-BY clause is used. Thus aggregate functions can be used in the projection part of SQL queries
and in HAVING clauses. If the optional keyword DISTINCT is specified for the argument of an aggre-
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gate function in a query, duplicate values are eliminated before the values are passed to the aggregate
function. This means that the keyword DISTINCT is not considered an argument of the function, but
rather a specification of an operation that is performed before the function is applied.

In ORDBMS it is possible to use a user-defined function (UDF) at nearly all places where a system-
provided built-in function can appear in SQL92. Thus there are two subsets of UDFs: user-defined scalar
functions (UDSFs) and user-defined aggregate functions (UDAFs).

2.2. User-Defined Scalar Functions

Let us now describe briefly how UDSFs are created in ORDBMS. Users can write UDSFs as so-called
external functions in a 3GL (typically C is supported as a language) and then register them with the
DBMS. Figure 1 provides an example of the syntax used in DB2 for common servers [6] to register a
UDF distance  that computes the euclidean distance between two arguments of the user-defined data
typepoint.

As can be seen from this example there are already some parameters allowing the user to describe the
characteristics of a newly registered function. We refer the reader to [6] for most of the details and pro-
vide only the information of relevance to our problem. An interesting feature is the possibility to use a
so-called scratchpad area for UDFs. A scratchpad area is a small piece of memory that is passed to a UDF
with all calls and that is not deleted after the function execution returns the control. Thus it is possible
for a function to maintain a global context (or global state), i.e. information can be preserved from one
function invocation to the next. After the last call to the function within an SQL query the scratchpad is
deallocated by the system. Please note that the user can allocate more memory than the rather small
scratchpad area by simply allocating some memory dynamically and hooking it up in the scratchpad.

After a function has been registered, the developer of a UDF should provide the query optimizer with
some information about the expected execution costs of a UDF. ORDBMS have to provide a suitable
interface for this purpose. For example DB2 allows to specify the I/O and CPU costs that are expected
for the first call to a function, for each further call, and per argument byte read. In addition the percentage
of the UDF argument’s storage size that is processed at the average call should be specified. If a UDF is
used as a predicate (i.e. the function returns a boolean value) the user should be able to specify a user-
defined selectivity function [15]. As providing these details can be a time consuming task, easy to use
development kits may be offered for this task [7] [28] [30].

CREATE FUNCTION distance (point, point)
RETURNS double
EXTERNAL NAME ‘point!distance’
LANGUAGE C
PARAMETER STYLE DB2SQL
NOT VARIANT
NOT FENCED
NOT NULL CALL
NO SQL
NO EXTERNAL ACTION
NO SCRATCHPAD
NO FINAL CALL;

Figure 1: Registration of a new external UDSF distance in DB2
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In advanced object-relational systems it should be possible to implement the body of UDFs using SQL
statements embedded in the code of a 3 GL (similar to the usual embedded SQL offered for application
development). This allows access to the database in the function’s body. One restriction is that a function
should not modify the database if it is used in a SELECT statement. A UDF can also have an external
effect that is it might perform an external action, e.g. read from or write to a file, send an email to the DB
administrator, start a program, etc. The Informix Illustra DBMS supports already UDFs that consist of
one or more SQL statements.

2.3. User-Defined Aggregate Functions

The aggregate functions of the SQL92 standard areMAX, MIN, AVG, SUM andCOUNT. Other statistical
aggregate functions likestandard deviation  andvariance  are provided by some RDBMS
implementations [6]. Sometimes one can find also physical functions likecenter_of_mass  and
angular_momentum  and functions likevolatility , Alpha , Beta , etc. for financial analysis
[21].

First of all let us look at some examples that show the need for UDAFs. If a user defines new abstract
data types in an ORDBMS typically some new aggregate functions will also be needed. For example a
user may define an ADTmoney together with some subtypes (e.g.US_Dollar , Can_Dollar ,
S_Frank , J_Yen , etc.). Now a new UDAF is needed e.g. to compute the sum of amounts in
US_Dollar . Thus the user has to define the following new aggregate function (shown in an Informix-
like syntax):

CREATE AGGREGATE Sum(US_Dollar) RETURNS US_Dollar ...

This function actually overloads the built-in aggregate functionSUM. In the same way one could e.g.
define an aggregate functionShape_sum that computes the geometric union of polygons. Last but not
least a user may want to define new aggregate functions for existing data types likeINTEGER.

For a concrete example consider theMedian  function that computes the(N+1)/2 largest element of
a set with N elements (that element could be informally called the “halfway” element). A query finding
the median of a set is not very intuitively expressible in SQL92. For example, the simple query to select
the median of the ages of certain persons could be formulated as shown in Figure 2.  Of course one
would prefer the following query using the UDAFMedian as shown in Figure 3. This query is not only
easy to write but will also run more efficiently, because theMedian  function can be implemented with
lower complexity than the SQL statement in Figure 2 (see section 3.1 for details).

Now it should be quite clear that UDAFs are both needed and useful in ORDBMS. Let us now see how,
for example, the Informix Illustra ORDBMS supports UDAFs. The system computes aggregate functions

SELECT MIN(Age)
FROM Persons AS P
WHERE
(SELECT Ceiling((COUNT(*) + 1) / 2) FROM Persons)
<=
(SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Persons AS R

WHERE R.Age <= P.Age)

Figure 2: Computing the median in relational SQL
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in a tuple-at-a-time fashion, i.e. there is one function call for each element of the input set. The user has
to write the three following functions to implement a new UDAF:

1. Init(&handle):
The Init function is once called without parameters before the actual computation of the aggregate
begins. It initializes the aggregate computation and allocates the handle.

2. Iter(&handle, value):
The Iter function is called once for each element of the input set. It aggregates the next value into the
current aggregate that is stored using the handle.

3. value =Final(&handle):
The Final function is called once after the last element of the input set has been processed by the Iter
function. It computes and returns the resulting aggregate saved in the handle and deallocates the
handle as well.

The handle, similar to the scratchpad area in [6], allows to store the global context of the computation,
e.g. to compute the average of a set of values theIter function would store both the sum of all values seen
so far and their number as intermediate results in the handle. TheFinal function divides the sum by the
number and returns the result. As can be seen from the description of theInit andFinal functions there
is one handle for a single aggregate function in a query. Obviously this design matches the usual Open-
Next-Close protocol [16] for relational operators very well. After the three functions have been registered
with the ORDBMS (cf. Figure 1), the user can create the aggregate function (e.g. average) using aCRE-
ATE AGGREGATEstatement. This statement determines, which three functions are used to implement
theInit, Iter andFinal functions for the new aggregate function.

2.4. Parallel Processing of User-Defined Functions and Global Contexts

In many cases when a query is evaluated, UDSFs can be executed in parallel using data parallelism.
Instead of executing a set of function invocations in a sequential order one simply partitions the data set
and performs the UDF invocations for each such data partition in parallel. Obviously aggregate functions
cannot use this approach without modification as they deliver only one result for a set of input tuples. In
addition it is not possible to process all UDSFs in parallel using simply data parallelism. The problem is
that some scalar functions have a global context. Examples are functions that use a scratchpad, functions
that use SQL DML as a side effect and functions that have an external action (e.g. functions that access
a file). In all these cases the semantics of the parallel execution is only correct if the result remains always
the same as for sequential execution. If data parallelism is applied in the usual way then one global con-
text is introduced for each data partition that is processed in parallel by the DBMS. In most cases the
result will be semantically incorrect. Thus special support is needed to process some UDSFs as well as
UDAFs in parallel.

SELECT Median(P.Age, COUNT(*))
FROM Persons AS P

Figure 3: Computing the median in object-relational SQL
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We can identify two kinds of global contexts that have to be treated differently in query processing for
UDFs. We call the first kind of global contexts input-related. In this case the global context is based on
the input table on which the function operates. The second kind of contexts are globalexternal contexts.
This kind of context is introduced when DML statements or external actions are allowed in UDFs. In this
case the context of the UDF might depend on arbitrary data in the database or elsewhere and the context
itself may be stored in the database or outside of the control of the DBMS. Of course a function can have
a context that is both, input-related and external. In this paper we will be mainly concerned with functions
that have only an input-related context, if not stated otherwise. The reason is that we do see only limited
opportunities for database technology to enable parallelism for functions that have a global external con-
text. Essentially it is the responsibility of the developer to specify whether parallel execution of a function
with an external context is semantically correct or not. The mechanisms to support parallelism for func-
tions that have an input-related context can be applied orthogonally as will be detailed later in this paper.

Now we have shown that UDFs and especially UDAFs can often not be processed in parallel without
special support by the DBMS. This will result in a performance bottleneck in ORDBMS query process-
ing. In shared-nothing and shared-disk parallel architectures the input data is often distributed over var-
ious nodes and must be shipped to a single node to process the UDF correctly, i.e. sequentially, and
afterwards the data possibly has to be redistributed for further parallel processing. This results in addi-
tional communication costs and therefore even worse performance.

2.5. User-Defined Functions that Operate on Sorted Tables

So far we have mainly discussed the support of existing ORDBMS for UDFs. But there is another
interesting aspect that should be noted w.r.t. UDFs: many functions are only reasonable to implement if
their input is sorted in a certain order and other functions require a sorted input due to their semantics.
Consider for example once again theMedian  function introduced above. Obviously implementing this
function in C or Java is not reasonable since the function would have to store an arbitrarily large number
of input values intermediately. Possibly the best way to do this would be to use SQL and store the values
in a temporary table (if this feature is supported by the ORDBMS). Finally the median must be computed
somehow. Clearly this approach is costly, since it uses one SQL command per input value and has still
to compute the median. A much cheaper solution as well as a much easier implementation would be pos-
sible if the user could specify that the input values have to be passed in a certain order to the function.
This will be detailed in section 3.1.

There are a lot more functions that can profit from sorted input sets. In the data warehousing area, e.g.
Red Brick Systems [31] offer many other aggregate functions [21] in their Red Brick Intelligent SQL
query language includingRank andN_Tile . Rank gives the rank of a value in the set of all input val-
ues. The lowest value has rank 1.N_Tile returns the number of the range that contains a certain value
where the ranges are computed by dividing the range of the input values in N approximately equally pop-
ulated ranges.

In addition, Red Brick offers scalar functions with a global context that operate onordered tables:
Cumulative  computes the sum of all values seen so far in a list,Running_Sum  and
Running_Average compute the sum and average respectively of the most recent N values in a list
with the first N-1 return values being set to NULL. Please note, that it is not possible to sort the input
values somehow in the implementation of a scalar function, since a scalar function has to produce one
result for each invocation. This is an important difference to aggregate functions. In the next section we
will show how a large class of user-defined functions (including functions that operate on ordered tables),
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can be better supported w.r.t. to an easier and more efficient implementation and how parallel processing
can be enabled for their evaluation. Both techniques enable database application designers to push more
application code deep into the database system. This allows a more efficient evaluation as well as the
exploitation of parallelism to reduce the response times. In addition, the semantic power of UDSFs appli-
cable to SQL is improved.

3. Parallel Processing of UDFs

In this section we describe several orthogonal approaches to enhance processing of UDFs. In subsec-
tion 3.1 we describe a technique that exploits sorting to enhance the processing of UDFs. In subsection
3.2 we define the class of partitionable functions and propose our approach for the parallel processing of
these functions. In subsection 3.3 we validate our approach by examining some relational and object-
relational functions and show how their implementation and execution can profit from our approach.

3.1. Allowing UDFs on Sorted Tables

As we have seen in section 2 many functions likeMedian , etc. can be easily implemented when their
input is sorted according to a specified order. Some scalar functions are even only defined on sorted
tables. This feature can be easily introduced by using an additional parameter when the function is reg-
istered with the ORDBMS (e.g. by adding a clause like ORDER BY, see section 4 for details of the syntax
we propose). Of course the user must have the possibility to specify a user-defined order by providing a
specific sort function for the argument types of the UDF that often refer to user-defined data types. In
most cases such functions will be needed anyway, e.g. to support sorted query results, to build indexes
(like generalized B-Trees [15] or GiSTs [32]) or for sort merge joins to efficiently evaluate predicates on
user-defined data types.

Let us consider theMedian  function once again, to demonstrate how sorting can ease the implemen-
tation of functions. TheMedian  function is called with two parameters(cf. Fig. 3): the first parameter is
a value of the already sorted input set, the second parameter is constant and gives the cardinality of the
input set. When the function is called the first time it computes the median position and stores this posi-
tion in the global context. In addition the function maintains a counter of the number of invocations. Dur-
ing each call the function checks whether the median position is reached. In this case the function stores
the input value in the global context. Because the input is sorted, this value is actually the median of the
input set. Finally the function returns the median. Obviously this function is easy to implement because
essentially it has to scan its input for the right position only.

One interesting point to observe is that many aggregate functions which operate on a sorted input do
not need to read the complete input set to compute the aggregate. Thus it might be well worth to provide
the aggregate function with the option to terminate the evaluation as early as possible and return the
result. In the case of theMedian  function this option would save roughly half of the calls to the function.
We call this featureearly termination. This feature is not applicable for scalar functions because scalar
functions must be applied to each row of their input table.

3.2. A Framework for Parallel Processing of UDFs

In this subsection we will define the class of partitionable functions both for scalar and aggregate func-
tions. Our intention is to support parallel evaluation using data parallelism. The main problem here is to
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find a small number of communication patterns that enable parallel evaluation of the UDF using data par-
allelism. Such communication patterns can consist of multiple steps and can be arbitrarily complex.

Some communication patterns are widely used in RDBMS. For example a relational selection or pro-
jection operation can use data parallelism by partitioning the input data and evaluating the selection or
projection for each partition in parallel as shown in Figure 4a (for a selection). Using data parallelism for

nested-loop-joins is also possible but one needs to replicate the inner (smaller) relation on all nodes that
process a partition of the outer relation. Thus replication is used in combination with partitioning as a
communication pattern. Parallel relational aggregation operations use a communication pattern consist-
ing of two steps [16] as shown in Figure 4b. After the data has been partitioned it is first aggregated
locally for each partition and then in a second step the locally computed sub-aggregates are combined in
a global aggregation. For theCOUNT function the local aggregation is counting while the global aggre-
gation computes the sum of the local counts. For parallel sorting many algorithms have been proposed
that sometimes need complex communication patterns between the different nodes for their implemen-
tation. The problem is that often some intermediate results (like key value distributions) have to be
exchanged between all nodes.

As UDFs can have arbitrary semantics we believe that it is not possible to define a fixed set of com-
munication patterns that allow to apply data parallelism toall UDFs in the most efficient way. On the
other hand we currently do not see how the database system could support arbitrary user-defined com-
munication patterns. In addition, we believe that a small number of such communication patterns is suf-
ficient to support many functions and that these patterns have to be implemented in the ORDBMS by the
database vendors. In fact, we argue in this paper that the well-known communication patterns, enhanced
by some basic parametrization measures that provide the necessary extensibility, are sufficient to provide
data parallelism for many user-defined functions, too.

As we already pointed out in the introduction UDFs will normally be coded in a 3GL like C and thus
their semantics will be completely opaque for the SQL compiler. Thus the developer must tell the system
how parallelism is applicable for a certain function, i.e. the developer has to do a classification of the

Figure 4b: Communication pattern for parallel aggregation in RDBMS

Data

SELECT SELECTSELECT

Local Aggregation Local AggregationLocal Aggregation

Global Aggregation

Partitioning

Partitioning
Data
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Figure 4a: Communication pattern for parallel selection in RDBMS
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function w.r.t. its ‘parallelizability’. In addition it might be necessary to implement and register addi-
tional functions to enable parallel execution, if the function belongs to certain classes.

Before we define the class of partitionable functions we want to give a taxonomy of the functions that
can be used for partitioning (i.e. horizontal fragmentation). All such partitioning functions take a multi-
set as input and return a partition of the input multi-set, i.e. a set of multi-sets such that any element of
the input multi-set is contained exactly in one resulting multi-set. Actually we will also allow in some
cases functions returning subsets that are not disjoint, i.e. functions that replicate some of the elements
of the input set. We define the following increasingly more special classes of partitioning functions:

1. ANY: the class of all partitioning functions. Round-robin and random partitioning functions are
examples of this class belonging to no other class. All partitioning functions that are not based on
attribute values belong only to this class.

2. EQUAL (column name): the class of partitioning functions that map all rows of the input multi-set
with equal values in the selected column into the same multi-set of the result. Examples of EQUAL
functions are partitioning functions that use hashing.

3. RANGE (column name [, N]): the class of partitioning functions that map rows, whose values of the
specified column belong to a certain range, to the same multi-set of the result. Obviously there must
be a total order on the data type of the elements. The range of all values of the data type is split into
some sub-ranges that define which elements are mapped into the same multi-set of the resulting
partition. This class is especially useful forscalar functions that require a sorted input, and the
optional parameter N is only applicable for these functions. Based on the total order of the data type
the optional parameter N allows to specify that the largest N elements of the input set that are smaller
than the values of a certain range have to be replicated into the result multi-set of this range.
Replicated elements must be processed in a special way and are needed only to establish a “window”
on a sorted list as a kind of global context for the function. Functions that can exploit this option are
for example Running_Avg or Running_Sum (see section 3.3). The number of elements that belong
to a certain range should be much greater than the value N.

Please note that the following inclusion property holds: RANGE⊂ EQUAL ⊂ ANY. This taxonomy
is useful to classify UDFs according to their processing requirements as we will see below. The database
system can automatically provide at least a partitioning function of class ANY for all user-defined data
types (e.g. round-robin). We define that aclass C partition of a multi-set is a partition that is generated
using a partitioning function of class C (C denotes either ANY, EQUAL or RANGE).

To simplify the presentation below, we will omit constant input parameters to UDFs in the following.
Given a set S = {si | 1≤ i ≤ N}, we will use shorthand notations like f(S) for the resulting aggregate value
of an aggregate function f. We will also use the notation f(S) to denote the result of repeatedly invoking
a scalar function f for all elements of S. We want to emphasize that in this case f(S) denotes a multi-set
of values (a new column).

We now define the class of partitionable aggregate functions. Anaggregate function f ispartitionable
for class Ciff two functions fl and fg exist such that for any multi-set S and any class C partition Si of S,
1 ≤ i ≤ k, the following equation holds:

f(S) = fg(∪1 ≤ i ≤ k {fl(Si)} )
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The notation fl indicates that the function is appliedlocally (for each partition) whereas fg is applied
globally. In addition the result size of the local function fl must be either bound by a constant or it must
be a small fraction of the input size. This requirement is important since otherwise one could use the
identity as local function and the sequential aggregation function as the global function. Clearly, this is
not desirable since it would not improve processing. In general, the smaller the size of the local results
the better the speedup that can be expected, because less data has to be exchanged and there is less input
for the global aggregation.

A scalar function f ispartitionable for class Ciff a function fl exists such that for any multi-set S and
any class C partition Si of S, 1≤ i ≤ k, the following equation holds:

f(S) = ∪1 ≤ i ≤ k fl(Si).

We introduce some notion of extensibility to our communication patterns by parameterizing the par-
titioning step by means of the partitioning function. We have introduced classes of partitions to allow the
optimizer more flexibility w.r.t. to the choice of the partitioning function. The goal is to avoid costly
repartitioning of data as often as possible. If only a single (user-defined) partitioning function is allowed
for a specific UDF, all data has to be repartitioned before this UDF can be processed. This would result
in high processing costs. Thus an improvement is essential and using a special partitioning function
(which might be necessary sometimes) should be avoided in general.

Given these definitions the schemes in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show how partitionable functions can be
processed in parallel. All k partitions can be processed in parallel. The actual degree of parallelism (i.e.
mainly the parameter k) has to be chosen by the optimizer as usual.

For partitionable aggregate functions, fg can be applied to the intermediate results Ii in arbitrary order
in step 3, i.e. pipelining can be used between steps 2 and 3. This allows pipelining parallelism between
these steps. Pipelining parallelism will be especially useful in the presence of execution skew (e.g. caused
by skewed partition sizes or by unbalanced loads in multi-user mode). The reason is that slightly varying
execution times of the local functions do not necessarily lead to an increased overall processing time as
the processing of the global function in step 3 can be done in arbitrary order w.r.t. the results of the local
functions.

If an aggregate function is used in combination with grouping, the optimizer can also decide to process
several groups in parallel. In this case grouping might be done supported by the algorithms described in

An aggregate function f that is partitionable for class C using the two associated functions fl and
fg can be evaluated in parallel using the following scheme given input multi-set S and a partitioning
function p of class C:

1. Partition S in k subsets Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, using p.
Distribute the partitions to some nodes in the system.

2. Compute fl(Si) = Ii; for 1 ≤ i ≤ k for all Si in parallel.
Send the intermediate results Ii to a single node for processing of step 3.

3. Compute fg(∪1 ≤ i ≤ k {I i}) = f(S); fg can be applied to the Ii in arbitrary order.

Figure 5: Parallel processing scheme for partitionable aggregate functions
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[17]. The algorithms discussed there can be applied orthogonally to our framework. Of course, if enough
parallelism is possible by processing different groups in parallel, the optimizer might well decide that no
further parallel processing of the aggregate function is needed.

Please note, that for the scheme in Figure 6, there is not always a need to combine the local results.
Hence, an optional combination step is left out.

Functions that are not partitionable have to be processed sequentially. We observe that aggregate func-
tions that need sorted input are in general not partitionable, since they have to operate on a sorted table
as global context. Since only a single aggregated value is produced there is usually no way to fragment
the sorted table without loosing this global context. On the other hand such aggregate functions will often
be able to use early termination to reduce processing costs. Of course, sorting the input can always be
done in parallel. Figure 7 shows the processing scenario for these aggregate functions. A scalar function
that needs a sorted input and that is partitionable will normally need a RANGE partitioning with a partial
replication, because all other partitioning functions destroy the sorted input property.

One disadvantage of our framework is that it is not possible in all cases to use one implementation of
an aggregate function f for both sequential and parallel processing. Thus the developer might have to
implement and register three functions to enable parallel as well as sequential processing of a UDF. How-
ever we will see in the next section that many aggregate functions in fact need only one or two functions.
If one does not need maximum efficiency for sequential evaluation one can simply use the local and glo-
bal function for sequential execution, too. But this incurs at least the overhead for the invocation of an
additional function. However this additional work for the developer will pay off in all applications that
profit from the increased potential for parallelism. Besides that, there seems to be no solution that results
in less work for the developer. We will discuss the details of UDF registration in section 4.

It should be observed that the schemes in Figures 5-7 use only communication patterns that are well-
known from relational DBMS. The scheme in Figure 7 employs parallel sorting, while the one in Figure

A scalar function f that is partitionable for class C using the associated function fl can be evaluated
in parallel using the following scheme given a multi-set S and a partitioning function p of class C:

1. Partition S in k subsets Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, using p.
Distribute the partitions to some nodes in the system.

2. Compute fl(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k for all Si in parallel.

Figure 6: Parallel processing scheme for partitionable scalar functions

An aggregate function f that requires a sorted input can be evaluated using the following scheme
given input multi-set S:

1. Sort the input S. This can be done in parallel.

2. Compute f(S) without parallelism (but possibly use early termination).

Figure 7: Parallel processing scheme for non-partitionable aggregate functions f with sorted input
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6 uses partitioning. The communication pattern in Figure 5 is the two-step scheme (depicted in Figure
4b), which is used for parallel aggregation in relational systems.

3.3. Validation of the Approach

In this section we will validate our approach by applying the concept to some example UDFs shown
in Table 1. The first five functions have well known semantics and need not to be explained. However,
we want to emphasize that in an ORDBMS a function like the maximum functionMAX can be defined
for any data type available. For example some RDBMS support time durations as a data type, but no sum
function that allows to sum up durations easily. Using our framework such asum function can be defined
and executed in parallel, as well.

The other functions we consider may need some explanations. TheVariance  function computes the
square of the statistical variance of a set S of sample values vj given the arithmetic mean m of these values
as a constant parameter. The partial sums si given here are computed as∑j(vj - m)2; vj ∈ Si (with Si ⊂
S). TheNth_largest  function selects the Nth largest element of a sorted set. N is a parameter of the
function. Please note that the local functions have to return thesubset consisting of the N largest ele-
ments, while the global function just returns the Nth largestelement and is identical to the sequential
implementation. TheShape_sum function is an aggregate function returning the geometric union of
shapes like polygons or rectangles (e.g. bounding boxes). TheClosest  function computes one of the
nearest neighbors in a set of geometric objects in a common coordinate system for a given point in this
coordinate system. TheMost_Frequent  function selects the most frequent element of a multi-set.
This function is an example of an aggregate function that is partitionable using a partitioning function of
class EQUAL Furthermore local, global and sequential implementation functions are identical.

The next function in Table 1 is an example of a scalar function that requires a global external context
but does not compute aggregated values and thus has no input-related context. TheCAST(money)  func-
tion casts data of the ADTmoney to the currencyUS_Dollar. This function is arbitrarily partitionable
but needs a global external context from the database. If theCAST function is invoked with a subtype of
money (e.g.Can_Dollar ), then it computes the amount inUS_Dollar . To do this, the function
needs the current foreign exchange rates. The current exchange rates forUS_Dollar  are read from the
database when theCAST(money)  function is called for the first time. The exchange rates are then
stored in the global context. This design allows to encapsulate the computation of the amounts in
US_Dollar  in theCAST function. This simplifies programming considerably because the use of the
foreign exchange rates is transparent for the programmer. For an example application of this function let
us assume that the following tableAccounts  has been defined:

CREATE TABLE Accounts (No INTEGER, Balance money);

Sincemoney is an ADT, the values in theBalance  column of the tableAccounts  can have any
type that is a subtype ofmoney. To select the sum of all balances inUS_Dollar  one would write the
following query (assuming that a functionSUM has been defined for values of the ADTUS_Dollar ):

SELECT SUM(CAST(Balance AS US_Dollar)) FROM Accounts;

TheCAST(money) function as well as theSUM function are partitionable using any partitioning func-
tion (i.e. class ANY) and can thus be executed in parallel. For theCAST function this is based on the fact
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that there is no input-related context. Thus, if the function is at all partitionable, it can be processed using
an arbitrary partitioning. Because the function does not manipulate data inside or outside the database,
it has only a “read only” external context. During the first call of theCAST function the exchange rates
are read once for each partition on which the function is executed and are then stored in a separate global
context for each partition. To provide a better support for functions that have a “read only” external con-
text, it might be useful to provide a special initialization function that retrieves the global context before
the function is invoked the first time. In this case one could distribute this global context to all processes
that take part in the parallel evaluation. This might be necessary if the result of the retrieval is variant over
time. For example the foreign exchange rates vary over time. In this case, since the exchange rates are
stored in the database there is no problem if the SQL statement is processed with an SQL isolation level
of READ COMMITTED or higher. Please note that theCAST function is the only example of a function
with an external context that we discuss. As a general rule all functions without an input-related context,
but with an external context can use ANY as a partitioning class, if they can be processed in parallel at all.

The next functions in Table 1 need a sorted input. We have already described their semantics in section
2. Observe that among these functions all aggregate functions are not partitionable and that partitionable
scalar functions need a partitioning function of class RANGE including replication of input elements.

 Table 1 Characteristics of some UDFs

UDF
Scalar

Function
Sorted
 Input

Partitioning
Class

Sequential
Implementation

Local
Implementation

Global
Implementation

MAX N N ANY max max max

MIN N N ANY min min min

SUM N N ANY sum sum sum

COUNT N N ANY count count ci sum{ci}

AVG N N ANY average sum si; count ci sum{si} / sum{ci}

Variance N N ANY variance sum si; count ci sum{si} / sum{ci}

Nth_largest N N ANY Nth largest N largest (set) Nth largest

Shape_sum N N ANY shape sum shape sum shape sum

Closest N N ANY closest closest closest

Most_Frequent N N EQUAL most frequent most frequent most frequent

CAST(money) Y N ANY CAST money CAST money -

Rank N Y - rank - -

Median N Y - scan position - -

N_Tile N Y - N tile - -

Cumulative Y Y - cumulative - -

Running_Sum(N) Y Y RANGE (N) running sum running sum -

Running_Avg(N) Y Y RANGE (N) running avg. running avg. -
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This holds for example for the two scalar functionsRunning_Avg  andRunning_Sum  that need to
see the last N values in their sorted input in order to compute the correct result. It should be noted that
these functions need not return a value (not evenNULL) for replicated input values to guarantee that the
same number of result tuples is produced as in sequential processing.

In summary, these examples show that parallel evaluation of many aggregate functions can be sup-
ported straightforward using the introduced framework and it’s communication patterns, because many
aggregate functions actually belong to the class of partitionable functions. All functions shown in table
1 are partitionable or use a sorted input. Thus all example functions can either be executed completely in
parallel or use at least parallel sorting.

4. Implementation and Performance Issues

In this section we discuss the issues that are related to the implementation of our framework in
ORDBMS and show that our approach can be implemented in existing systems with only minor exten-
sions. Furthermore we give a rough performance analysis of parallel processing for partitionable func-
tions in terms of the possible speedup.

4.1. Implementation and Integration in existing ORDBMS

We assume an ORDBMS implementation having an usual query execution framework that processes
aggregate functions (in combination with GROUP-BY) using one or two operators [16]. All operators
are assumed to process their input streams one object at a time. Parent and child operators of the UDF
operator may be arbitrary other operators in our framework. We assume an operator model for parallel
execution of database operators [16], i.e. there exists a communication operator that allows to ship
streams of objects between different execution units (maybe on different nodes) of the parallel execution
engine and thus isolates the operator implementations to a large portion from their parallel evaluation.

Please note that there are no general restrictions of our approach to a certain DBMS architecture
(shared-everything, shared-nothing, data-sharing). The differences between the various architectures that
are relevant to our approach should be mainly encapsulated by the communication mechanism. In addi-
tion the cost parameters that are used by the optimizer are affected. This can result in different degrees
of parallelism on different architectures, but does not impact our processing framework fundamentally.
Pipeline parallelism for operator chains can be applied, but is no essential requirement.

Prior to processing a user-defined function, the associated functions have to be registered with the
ORDBMS. Figure 8 shows the extensions we propose to the UDF registration as discussed in section 2.

We have marked our extensions in boldface. The ORDER BY clause can be used to specify a sort order
that is required for the input table, on which the function is executed. The external local and global func-
tion parameters are needed to specify the functions that have to be used for parallel evaluation, if a new
aggregate function is registered. For scalar functions the external local function is used for parallel eval-
uation of data partitions. To enable parallel evaluation, the partitioning class has to be specified (one
could also use ANY as a default value). In addition to ANY, EQUAL and RANGE partitioning, the devel-
oper can register a specific (user-defined) partitioning function for a UDF. In the latter case, the data will
almost always be repartitioned for the parallel evaluation of this UDF. Of course the various functions
that are registered must be consistent w.r.t. their argument types. For example the sequential and the local
functions must have the same argument types (but will often have different return types).

Please note that additional information about these functions should be supplied by the developer.
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Such information should include the usual cost parameters. In addition information about the size of the
intermediate results of the local aggregation function (depending perhaps on the cardinality of the input
set, if the function returns a collection type) should be included. These informations can be provided to
the system using the normal interfaces provided for UDFs. For example, in a system that uses the system
catalog to store cost parameters this requires only minor extensions. In addition to the registration of the
new UDFs itself, support functions like special partitioning or sort functions have to be registered them-
selves.

It has been observed [24] that it may be of general interest to allow the registration of more than one
function that implements a UDF due to efficiency reasons. This enables an object-relational optimizer to
choose the implementation that has the least cost for the specific query at hand, much like it is practised
by today’s relational optimizers w.r.t. to the standard RDBMS operators like joins. This feature is also of
interest for multi-representational data types (see e.g. Illustra), i.e. data types that have a different phys-
ical representation depending e.g. on the size of the data object. Aggregate functions might also profit
from different implementations that are appropriate for different input set cardinalities. We have seen
here that different implementations are already often needed for sequential and parallel evaluation.

The optional sort requirements can be integrated into rule-based query optimization (see e.g. [18],
[36], [37], [38]) simply by specifying the sort order as a required physical property for the operator exe-
cuting the UDF. Then a sort enforcer rule can guarantee this order requirement by putting a sort operation
into the access plan if necessary. Informix’ Illustra [23] supports already optional sorting of inputs for
UDFs that have two arguments and return a boolean value. The developer can specify a user-defined
order for the left and right input of such a function. Obviously this allows to implement a user-defined
join predicate using a sort-merge join instead of a cartesian product followed by a selection. Thus our
proposal can be seen as an extension of this approach w.r.t. to a broader class of supported UDFs and
their parallel execution.

Implementing RANGE partitioning is a bit complicated since a user-defined sort order and partial rep-
lication have to be supported. One difficulty is e.g. to find equally populated ranges for a given user-
defined sort-order. We believe that range partitioning with partial replication can be best supported by an
appropriate extension of the built-in sort operator of the ORDBMS. This sort operator has to support
user-defined sort orders anyway. The definition of ranges and partial replication can be supported, if
information about the data that is sorted is collected during the sort operation.

The exact implementation depends on the concrete algorithm that is used for the sort operator. In addi-

CREATE [FUNCTION | AGGREGATE] <name> (<argument type list>)
RETURNS <data type name>
EXTERNAL NAME <external function name>
[ORDER BY {<argument name> USING <sort function name> [ASC | DESC] }]
[EXTERNAL LOCAL NAME <external function name>]
[EXTERNAL GLOBAL NAME <external function name>]
[PARTITIONING CLASS ( ANY | EQUAL (<argument name>)

| RANGE (<argument name>, <argument name or constant>)
USING <sort function name> [ASC | DESC]

| <partitioning function name>)]
LANGUAGE <language name>
...

Figure 8: Extensions to UDF registration
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tion to that extension, the operator that invokes UDSFs has to be extended slightly. The UDSF that needs
the range partitioning is evaluated immediately after the partitioning. Replicated data elements (that have
to be marked) are processed by the UDSF in a special mode that has to be indicated by turning a special
switch on. In this mode only the global context of the UDSF is initialized and no results are produced.
For example, when computing the functionRunning_Avg  over five values, the first four values of a
partition will be replicated ones and are stored in the global context of the function. Then, the fifth invo-
cation produces the first result.

We want to emphasize again that the query optimizer can try to avoid data repartitioning, when mul-
tiple UDFs are processed, if the developer specifies only the class of the partitioning functions. This can
reduce processing costs dramatically, especially for shared-disk and shared-nothing architectures. If the
developer has to specify a single (user-defined) partitioning function for each UDF, in almost all cases a
repartitioning step will be needed to process a UDF. Vice versa, if a single partitioning function satisfies
all of the occuring partitioning classes of the current set of UDFs, then repartitioning w.r.t. UDFs can be
avoided.

4.2. Performance Discussion

We will now discuss the possible performance benefits for processing partitionable aggregate func-
tions in our framework. Note that this analysis is straightforward for partitionable UDSFs. We use the
obtainable speedup of the parallel execution of a UDAF to estimate the efficiency of our approach. It has
to be emphasized that we compare the sequential and parallel execution of the aggregation function only,
i.e. we do not try to estimate the speed-up for the evaluation of complete queries.

For our analysis we use a simple analytic cost model that takes only CPU costs into consideration. This
seems to be roughly appropriate to us as the aggregated size of main memories tends to increase on a
parallel system compared to a uniprocessor system. Thus the necessary I/O will almost always be less in
the parallel case. CPU costs for communication can be quite significant for parallel evaluation, but will
vary to a great extent depending on the architecture used. For example in shared-everything the costs for
exchanging intermediate results between processors are negligible, if shared memory is used properly.
We do not expect that communication bandwidth will be a problem given the rapid progress in network-
ing technology (consider e.g. a switched giga bit ethernet or an ATM based environment). Therefore we
will also ignore bandwidth problems. The costs of computing the UDAF f sequentially may be different
from the costs when using fg and fl for sequential evaluation, but in order to keep our model simple we
assume that these costs are nearly equal (i.e. cost (fl) + cost (fg) ≈ cost (f)). Thus our cost model has the
following three components:

1. F: CPU cost for evaluating the UDAF. F = cost (fl) + cost (fg) ≈ cost (f)

2. P(d): CPU cost for data partitioning depending on the degree of parallelism d, i.e. the number of
different nodes that process a partition.

3. I(d): CPU cost for exchange of intermediate results depending on the degree of parallelism d.

The uniprocessor cost for the processing of the UDAF is simply F and the costs of parallel processing
are F + P(d) + I(d). When using parallel query evaluation the input streams will often be already
partitioned on different execution units and without the possibility to evaluate the UDAF in parallel all
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the data has to be shipped to a single execution unit. Therefore the cost P(d) will be low in most cases
when compared to a sequential evaluation of the UDAF. I(d) depends on the size of the sub-aggregates
and thereby on the implementation of the specific UDAF at hand. If the size of the intermediate results
is low compared to the size of the input set the relative costs I(d) are quite low. Thus the obtainable
speedup SP (depending on the degree of parallelism d) can be approximated roughly as follows:

SP(d) =  = F/ [(F + P(d) + I(d))/d]≈ d*F/ F = d

This approximation is especially applicable if the UDAF is expensive, i.e. if F >> P(d) + I(d).
In summary, we have seen that a near linear speedup can be expected in many cases. Thus our frame-

work for parallel processing can be of great advantage for the overall query processing time. Whether or
not parallelism for UDAFs should be used for a given query, is a cost-based decision the optimizer has
to make. The same is also true for partitionable scalar functions.

5. Related work

User-Defined Functions (UDFs) have attracted increasing interest of researchers as well as the indus-
try in recent years (see e.g. [19], [11], [15], [13], [12], [4], [24]). Despite this, most of the work discusses
only the non-parallel execution of UDFs. In [13] pipeline parallelism for functions as well as intra-func-
tion parallelism are discussed. Intra-function parallelism allows a single function invocation to be pro-
cessed in parallel. This can be useful for extremely expensive functions, e.g. a function processing a large
data object like a satellite image. All concepts seem to be orthogonal to our framework, but only appli-
cable for scalar functions.

In [16] and [17] parallel processing of aggregate functions in RDBMS has been studied. The proposed
concepts are applicable for built-in aggregation functions and consider also aggregation in combination
with GROUP-BY operations and duplicate elimination. It has been observed [16] that different local and
global functions are needed for parallel aggregation operations in RDBMS. The proposed algorithms in
[17] may be combined with our framework, if user-defined aggregate functions are used with GROUP-
BY. To the best of our knowledge there is no work dealing specifically with parallel processing of user-
defined aggregate functions. We also do not know any other concepts for parallel processing of scalar
user-defined functions that have a global context. In [34] RDBMS are extended by ordered domains, but
neither is an object-relational approach taken nor are functions considered.

It is interesting to compare our classification of aggregate functions in partitionable and non-partition-
able aggregate functions with other classifications. In [21] a classification of aggregate functions into
three categories is developed primarily with the goal to be able to determine if super-aggregates in data
cubes can be computed based on sub-aggregates for a given aggregate function. It is also pointed out that
this classification is also useful for the parallel computation of user-defined aggregate functions. In the
proposed classification an aggregate function f with a given input multi-set S and an arbitrary partition
Si of S is:

1. distributive iff there is a function g such that f(S) = g(∪1 ≤ i ≤ k f(Si)).

2. algebraiciff there is an M-tuple valued function g and a function h such that f(S) = h(∪1 ≤ i ≤ k g(Si)).
It is pointed out that the main characteristic of algebraic functions is that a result of fixed size (an M-
tuple) can summarize sub-aggregates.

sequential execution time
parallel execution time
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3. holistic iff there is no constant bound on the size of the storage needed to represent a sub-aggregate.

Clearly, distributive and algebraic functions are both partitionable aggregate functions for the parti-
tioning class ANY. Note that our definition of partitionable aggregate functions is less restrictive w.r.t.
the size of the sub-aggregates. Aggregate functions that are easy to implement using a sorted input are
typically holistic. Aggregate functions that are partitionable with a less general partitioning class than
ANY, e.g. theMost_Frequent  function, are holistic in this scheme, but can be evaluated in parallel.
Note that the application scenario in [21] is different to ours w.r.t. to partitioning and parallel evaluation,
because the sub-aggregates in data cubes must be computed for fixed partitions that are derived from
semantically predefined sub-cubes and not by the application of an arbitrary partitioning function. But
of course parallel aggregation is also useful for computing those aggregate values in a data cube that have
to be determined directly from the base tables (e.g. the fact table in a data warehouse).

The classification of Gray et al. was designed with the goal to compute data cubes efficiently. However,
the rationale behind our work was to find a classification of functions that is useful for parallel evaluation.
We have seen that the central question for our kind of classification is to define which communication
patterns should be allowed or supported for parallel execution, and in that context a classification of par-
titioning functions is indispenseable.

In [22] the class of decomposable aggregate functions is introduced to characterize the aggregate func-
tions that allow early and late aggregation as a query optimization technique. This class of aggregate
functions is identical to partitionable aggregate functions of partitioning class ANY except that no size
restriction for sub-aggregates is required in [22]. Thus for these partitionable functions also certain
rewrite optimizations are possible that provide orthogonal measures to improve query execution perfor-
mance.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed a framework that enables parallel processing of a broad class of user-
defined functions in ORDBMS. This removes a performance bottleneck in parallel object-relational
query processing.

Since it was clear that a straightforward application of data parallelism (as known from parallelizing
relational operators) is not possible, we had to devise more sophisticated parallelization techniques that
are applicable for a broad class of UDFs. As we have shown, this task involved two key issues: first, we
had to be concerned with extensibility w.r.t. to communication patterns in the execution engine of parallel
ORDBMS. Second, we had to define new interfaces that allow the developer to teach the database system
more about the semantics of UDFs. This can be seen as a step towards making the “black box” UDFs of
current ORDBMS less opaque and thus allow more sophisticated query optimization and more efficient
execution. In our view truly object-relational query processing requires still many more moves in the
direction of such a classification-based processing.

We have solved the first task referring primarily to the commonly used communication patterns of par-
allel RDBMS. We have defined only one new communication pattern for UDFs with an external global
context. We believe that providing a fixed set of built-in communication patterns is the right approach.
Allowing extensibility in the sense of user-defined communication patterns seems to be not feasible to
us, as this would lead to an overwhelming complexity both in the executor and optimizer. Instead we pro-
posed extensibility (for communication patterns) at the level of partitioning functions to enable the devel-
oper to flexibly use the built-in communication patterns. As we have shown, a classification of
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partitioning functions is necessary to avoid costly data repartitioning operations as much as possible. Our
approach to the second task was to introduce a classification of UDFs that in addition to functional prop-
erties also includes implementation characteristics. Based on that classification we came up with gener-
ally applicable parallel processing schemes that we further optimized using e.g. techniques like early
termination. Introducing sorting as a preprocessing step allows for an easier implementation of UDFs,
increases the semantic power, and enables the use of parallelism in the preprocessing phase. In conclu-
sion our framework fits well into existing ORDBMS implementations and keeps the complexity for the
developer in reasonable bounds.

Some important questions for our framework and for parallel object-relational query processing in
general are:

• Are there other classes of UDFs that do not comply with our methodology? As an example consider
user-defined table functions [25] that can e.g. be used to encapsulate access to external data sources
or external indexes [25].

• Is the extensibility of our framework sufficient for all classes of UDFs? We believe that in the future,
when ORDBMS are maturing, additional communication patterns might emerge in close coopera-
tion between vendors, developers and the research community.

• Though our framework supports parallel execution of user-defined predicates, we believe that sub-
stantial additional work is necessary to avoid cartesian product operations in ORDBMS that are used
to deal with most user-defined join predicates. We are currently working on a framework for user-
defined join algorithms to overcome cartesian products and allow efficient parallel execution.

• How can parallelism be used to efficiently process UDFs on single but very large ADTs [13] and col-
lection types in parallel ([8], [35])? We have not addressed these important questions here.

Additional future work should be concerned with the impact of user-defined aggregate functions and
the proposed sorting requirements on query optimization. Another interesting question is how material-
ized user-defined aggregates can be maintained at low cost, e.g. for being used in a data warehouse (see
[21]) application.
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Appendix: an Example Application of an User-Defined Aggregate Function using Sorting

In this section we will describe the application of a UDAF that requires ordered input to implement a
new feature for an existing document mangement system called ODS. We will first describe ODS and
the profiling service as a new application to be implemented on ODS. We then show how our concepts
can be applied to allow an efficient parallel processing even supporting multi-query optimization tech-
niques for the processing of profiles.

ODS provides a boolean retrieval model answering queries on the existence of word patterns, words,
phrases, and boolean expressions of them in documents. Syntax and semantics of the query language can
be informally described as follows:

<word> Exact match of <word>

% Wild card character usable in a <word>, allowing to specify simple
pattern matching

. Distance operator, used to combine terms to phrases

& Boolean AND of phrases

| Boolean OR of phrases.

A term is defined as a word or a word pattern. Terms connected by distance operators formphrases.
This simple language defines the basis of the retrieval service, as for example, the phrase “deduct% .
database” asks for all documents in which there is an occurrence of a word starting with the string
‘deduct’ together with a word ‘database’ and having at most one other arbitrary word in between as indi-
cated by the distance operator.

The document retrieval model of ODS is based on full-text indexing that, in the case of ODS, refers
to plain relational tables, which are organized in such a way that document retrieval can be done effi-
ciently. There are two important tables, a tableWORDS(Word, Word-ID), which maps each word which
appears in at least one document to a numeric keyWord-ID, and a tableDOCUMENTS(Word-ID, Doc-ID,
Pos), which maps word keys to numeric document keysDoc-ID and position numbersPos depending on
where the word appears in the documents; primary keys of the tables are underlined. A query that is spec-
ified as a boolean retrieval expression is mapped to an SQL query that uses the full-text index tables to
search for all document keys that match the given expression. These queries can be quite complex. In
reality the full-text tables are more complex and optimized but these details are not of interest here.

We will now define our new application, the profiling service. Basically, a profile represents the user’s
reading interests and can be expressed as a single full-text retrieval query in ODS. The profiling service
is the (batch) execution of a large set of profiles, which can be launched in fixed time intervals, for exam-
ple once per night. A sample profile, also used in the following, may look like this:

(‘deduct% . database | multimedia database’)

Please observe that profiles are usually evaluated in batch mode, which provides opportunities for
multi-query optimization, i.e. to process a set of queries in an integrated, tightly coupled and optimized
fashion. Obviously it is a great advantage if one evalutes common sub-expressions that occur in different
profiles only once. Common sub-expressions can be identified by searching for identical terms. This
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analysis can be done off-line and the result can be stored in three tables shown in Figure 9. Each term
that ocurrs in a profile, i.e. each word or word pattern, is assigned a term identifier(Term-ID) and stored
in theTERMS table. Terms connected by distance operators and boolean AND operators formsubprofiles.
In our example, there are 3 subprofiles. As the number of terms in a subprofile is variable, we have chosen
to describe a subprofile in theSUBPROFILES table in the following way: for each term of a subprofile a
corresponding tuple is inserted; the last column,ProfilePos, holds the position of the term within its sub-
profile; theDistancecolumn expresses the number of words between the actual term and the next term
in the subprofile as is defined by the distance operator used in that subprofile. The special value -1 of the
Distance column expresses that there was no distance specified, and the value -2 illustrates that there are
no further terms in the subprofile. Finally, thePROFILES table represents the profiles in disjunctive normal
form over subprofiles. The tables store the description of the profiles and have to be updated if the set of
profiles changes. Please note that common search terms occur only once in theTERMS table. This reduces
the costs of searching considerably.

Given these tables, how can we evaluate the profiles? Clearly, writing one SQL query that does the
complete work would be desirable. Unfortunatly this is not possible without user-defined extensions. The
reason is that it is not possible to find the documents that match a subprofile in traditional SQL. This is
due to the fact that subprofiles define patterns consisting of a varying number of terms. In addition the
terms have to occur in a certain order and within certain distances in a document. If user-defined aggre-
gate functions are allowed, the evaluation of all profiles can be easily expressed as a single query. In addi-
tion, if the user can specify a required order for a function the implementation of the respective user-
defined aggregate function becomes easy. Call such a functionMatch_SubProfile . The function
returns the value 1 when a document matches a given subprofile and 0 otherwise. The following query
does the evaluation using the full-text index tablesWORDS andDOCUMENTS:

SELECT DISTINCT Profile-ID, Doc-ID
FROM Profiles,

(SELECT SubPro-ID, Doc-ID
FROM Terms, Subprofiles, Words, Documents
WHERE Words.Word LIKE Terms.Term AND

Words.Word-ID = Documents.Word-ID AND
Subprofile.Term-ID = Terms.Term-ID

GROUP BY SubPro-ID, Doc-ID
HAVING Match_SubProfile(Pos, ProfilePos, Distance) = 1)
AS S

WHERE P.SubPro-ID = S.SubPro-ID;

TheMatch_SubProfile aggregate function is called with the set of all positions in a certain doc-
ument that contain a word matching a term of a certain subprofile. If the requirement “ORDER BY Pos”
(i.e. the first argument) is specified, the function is simple to implement. It scans the document positions
in order and checks whether there is a sequence of inputs having consecutive profile positions starting
with value 1 and ending with value -2. In addition, the specified distances between the positions must be
correct. If at least one such sequence exists, the function finally returns a 1 otherwise a 0. This allows to
enhance the processing by using the early termination feature introduced in section 3.1. Therefore the
Match_SubProfile  function is an example of an aggregate function that can use a sorted input and
early termination. As a result of the application of theMatch_SubProfile  function, the table expres-
sion S returns one tuple containing a Subprofile-ID and a Doc-ID for each document and subprofile pair,
if the document matches the expression of the subprofile. Finally, in the outer query block all matches
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found are joined with thePROFILEStable. This results in a list of profiles and the matching Doc-IDs.
Please observe that all profiles are now evaluated with a single query. This query can be processed

completely in parallel with theMatch_SubProfile  function being the only exception. But this func-
tion can be computed in parallel for all groups. In addition the tuples in each group could be sorted in
parallel if the groups are very large. This allows parallel processing of the complete profile evaluation in
a way that is transparent for the application. Without the possibility to use a user-defined aggregate func-
tion, the profile evaluation would have to be done using embedded SQL. This would have resulted in
much less parallelism as only a part of the table expression S could have been processed by the following
SQL query:

SELECT SubPro-ID, Doc-ID
FROM Terms, Subprofiles, Words, Documents
WHERE Words.Word LIKE Terms.Term AND

Words.Word-ID = Documents.Word-ID AND
Subprofile.Term-ID = Terms.Term-ID

ORDER BY SubPro-ID, Doc-ID, Pos

This embedded SQL approach results in a poor performance and response time as expensive parts of
the evaluation have to be done in the application.

This example application of user-defined set functions shows that application logic can be pushed from
the application programming level down into the deeper levels of the database system. This allows pro-
gramming with high productivity and substantial performance gains, especially if parallel database
server technology is available for evaluation.

  Table TERMS

Term Term-ID

architect% 6

data% 4

database 2

deduct% 1

multimedia 3

system 5

  Table SUBPROFILES

SubPro-ID Term-ID Distance ProfilePos

1 1 1 1

1 2 -2 2

2 3 0 1

2 2 -2 2

3 4 -1 1

3 5 0 2

3 6 -2 3

  Table PROFILES

Profile-ID SubPro-ID

1 1

1 2

2 2

2 3

Figure 9: Profile Representation for Two Sample Profiles
(primary keys are underlined, common expressions are shaded):

Profile 1: ‘deduct% . database | multimedia database’
Profile 2: ‘multimedia database | data% & system architect%‘


